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Skylar, a poverty-stricken American girl, is illegally hiding in Canada
following a family tragedy in her hometown near Albany, in upstate
New York.
Taken in by her French-speaking cousin Kev, a small drug dealer living
in the Quebec city of Drummondville, Skylar now finds herself indebted
towards him. Having to survive, she is extremely limited in her options.
Wanting to avoid prostitution, Skylar surrenders to pressure from Kev
to participate in illicit fights. Although she possesses certain aptitudes
for combat, she fails miserably on her first attempt.
Seeing an opportunity to turn Skylar’s skills into a possibility for quick
cash, Kev seeks a “coach” to improve his cousin’s natural fighting skills.
He approaches one of his clients, Chuck, a renowned ex-fighter, with
an offer : in return for Skylar’s training, and only if it results in a victory,
Kev will rid Chuck of a considerable drug debt.
Still psychologically affected by a fight gone awry, Chuck is reluctant,
but eventually agrees to train Skylar. This bizarre trio, longing for
self-esteem and perverted in their intimate relationships, will now have
one common goal: to win the next fight. The more they prepare for it,
the more they will all get bogged down in their own personal battles.
As Skylar and Chuck get closer, Kev’s enduring sentiments for his
cousin come to light, jeopardizing their fragile plan.
Yankee sheds an under light to violence, revealing the story of a girl
trapped in the vicious cycle of aggression and who, in by trying to
escape, gets trapped into its spiral.

My inspirations as a director are numerous.
The film "The Wrestler" (Darren Aronofsky) is an inspiration in this quest to correct
the mistakes of the past. "Fish Tank" (Andrea Arnold) is an incursion in human
dysfunctional behaviors, and how social class affects it.
Closer to home, the magnificent "Chien de Garde" (Sophie Dupuis) shows
immense truth in acting, through its raw and brutal energy in the characters and the
environments in which they operate. It all lies in sincere, but awkward love. In short,
not happy but so realistic.
This work with the actors and a technique useful to the story, allows the
exploration of pure and deep feelings.
The film deals with contemporary subjects, which are undoubtedly recurring
themes. Violence against others, but also against oneself, that which we suffer,
which we propagate, which we perpetuate. All against the backdrop of an
immense need of love.
During filming, I directed the actors in a way that encourages naturalistic
performances, expressiveness and spontaneity, as equally through the staging as
in the emotions to be played. The camera is present, being glued to the movement
of the human body.
A camera that follows the protagonist, nervously, yet discretely. Sometimes almost
in documentary-style. The few mechanical movements give us distance, stripped
of judgment, testifying to a harsh reality.
We also worked with renowned stunt coordinators, including Thomas Liccioni,
who has worked on the "X-Men" films, "The Revenant", and "Mother!".
The result is a totally immersive approach for the actors who do the entirety of
their stunts and perform all the fight choreographies.
We therefore had to find early on an actress who possesses the physical abilities
that distinguish the character of Skylar, while also being able to convey the
complexity of this character.
Lead actress Devon Slack is a professional stunt performer from Vancouver and
we built the story around her. Her disarming naturalness fits perfectly into the
desired realistic approach for the tone of the film.
Yankee is her first feature.

After a successful collaboration on the film "The Lion’s Path",
screenwriter Sophie-Anne Beaudry and I wanted to tell a "physical"
film, a story featuring a female protagonist, in an unusual environment
that’s rarely seen onscreen.
We chose an industrial region in Centre-du-Québec, Drummondville,
where the film was shot. This junction city stands at the crossroads of
highways 20 and 50. Its geography near the St-François River and the
unique look of some of its neighborhoods reflect a past industrial era,
but still very current in this region. We also found it interesting to explore
a bilingual aspect in the characters, this reality being an integral part of
Quebec and Canada.
We therefore targeted places in this city where we could embed our
story.
Shot with private funds, the film involved a number of people and
talents from the Drummondville region, from the sets, props, stage
management, as well as background roles. The Cégep de
Drummondville also helped with certain aspects of the production. The
main members of the film crew and heads of departments were all
professionals from the film industry in Montréal.

Yankee is a film about the dysfunctionality of human nature and the almost inevitable
inability to turn things around. It is a film about the vicious circles that humans sometimes
find themselves in, all the while trying to escape them. It reveals a physical and verbal
brutality hiding immense emotional and psychological wounds, through a repressed
sensitivity in the characters. How to get out of these infernal spirals when we are part of
their very natures, a factor that feeds them, in spite of ourselves?
Yankee directly addresses these cycles of violence, this cruel reality that continues all
around us.

This story exists. These characters exist. The filmmakers’ approach is sincere. The story is
filmed in a way that is both profoundly disturbing yet very accessible for a broad audience.
A portrait anchored in veracity and in raw realism, abstaining from contemplation.
There is nothing glorious about this portrayal of violence inherited through family ties.
And yet, in these characters there is a breach of light, a consolation in a desire to break
free of it.

DEVON SLACK
(SKYLAR)

Actress, Stuntwoman
Devon is a Canadian actress who was born in the small fishing town of Prince Rupert, British
Columbia.
Her performances span from popular TV series and action-packed major motion
pictures to independent films and motion capture.
She studies acting at LS & Co studios in Toronto, ON. And continues to explore and discover
her passion for art, film and character development.
Devon is a natural born athlete. Specializing in Street fighting, Tactical, Swat, Dance and Body
movement.
Professional Stunt Woman since 2010, working on shows all over Canada.

JEAN-PHILIPPE PERRAS

(KEV)
Actor

Upon leaving the National Theater School, Jean-Philippe played Francis in the series
"30 vies" on Radio-Canada Television.
He subsequently held the title role alongside Anick Lemay in the television series
"Toi et moi" from 2013 to 2016 and more recently, we saw him play the young Jacques
Lemaire in the excellent series "Feux", directed by Claude Desrosiers.
A multi-talented artist, he is an accomplished musician and is currently a guitarist and
keyboardist in the group Gustafson.
Currently, we can see Jean-Philippe brilliantly portraying the character of Raphaël in
"L’heure bleue" directed by Stéphan Beaudoin, a role that won him a Gémeaux award in 2017, in
the category best supporting male role - drama series.
He is also from the second season of "Trop", and in the series "La Faille".

ÉMILE MAILHIOT
(CHUCK)
Actor

Émile Mailhiot is a Quebec actor and former child actor.
He is the French Canadian voice of Harry Potter (played by Daniel Radcliffe) in the eight films of
the fanchise.
He stood out particularly in "Ramdam", a youth program on Télé-Québec where he played the
role of Guillaume Lavoie-Fréchette. Younger, we could see him in the role of Lancelot in the
youth series "Macaroni tout garni".
Recently, he played the character of Olivier Brabant in the Quebec series "Yamaska", as well as
in numerous other roles and parts in film and television in Quebec.

Stéphan Beaudoin
Director and Producer

YANKEE is Stéphan Beaudoin’s second full-length feature

Stéphan previously co-wrote and directed
"The Lion’s Path", his first full-length feature.
The film received special mentions and
awards through a successful festival run,
resulting in a well-received theatrical release,
as well as being acquired by a national
broadcaster for television rights and streaming
platforms.
Stéphan also wrote and directed the genre
vampire short film Initiation starring Sébastien
Delorme and Mélissa Désormeaux-Poulin.
The film was screened at many festivals
throughout the world, and garnered awards
and high praise before being acquired for
broadcast by ARTV.
On the small screen, he has directed primetime Television series such as "Alerte Amber"
(Pixcom), "L’Heure Bleue", and "Yamaska" (Duo
Productions) as well as several news report for
CBC/Radio-Canada’s «Le Téléjournal».

Over the course of his many projects, he has
been nominated numerous times for the
Gémeaux Award for best director.
On the Web, he directed the series
"La Brigadière" and "L’entraîneur" (Pixcom),
for which he received nominations at the
Hollywood Web Awards, the Vancouver
WebFest and the Toronto Web Series Festival.
He worked with the teaching team at INIS
(Institut national de l’image et du son) and he
has tutored students registered in the
"Directing" program.
Stéphan Beaudoin is currently working on a
third feature film, as well as developing two
major upcoming television series with
international prospects.

Sophie-Anne Beaudry
Screenwriter

Driven by her desire to write for the small screen, Sophie-Anne Beaudry put aside her job
as a high school teacher in 2006 to enroll in the scriptwriting programme at INIS
(Institut national de l’image et du son).
She obtained the first Janette Bertrand scholarship there and made significant
professional encounters.
Always having had a profound interest in film, she wrote the screenplay for
"The Lion’s Path", her first feature film script, which won an honorable mention at the Austin
Film Festival.
The American magazine The Independent also chose the screenwriter and her
collaborator (director Stéphan Beaudoin) in its annual list of «10 Filmmakers to Watch in
2016».
Yankee is her second feature film screenplay. Sophie-Anne also works on the writing
team of "L’échappée", a popular television series in Quebec, led by head author
Michelle Allen.

Thomas Liccioni
Stunts coordinator and Producer

Able to work both in front and behind the camera, Thomas is a valuable asset to any
production wanting to fill the gap between what is physically possible, time efficient and
delivering great results.
Getting the best end-result possible in an efficient way is the priority.
With over 20 years of experience in filmmaking, editing, and stunt performing, Thomas
has touched almost every aspect of filmmaking.
Winner of the "Spectators Awards" at the Adventure Prague festival, and winner of the
“best hip-hop music video” at MTL Underground, Thomas directed and produced his
share of successful extreme sports videos and shorts films.
Thomas has the creative knowledge and the physical experience to create breathtaking
action sequences.
Thomas is co-founder of the elite Gym "The Warrior Institute" which trains numerous
professional athletes, including NHL players and Olympic athletes.
He also doubled Leonardo DiCaprio in "The Revenant", and Michael Fassbender in the
blockbusters "X-Men".
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